The differences between them show that there perhaps exist some unknown gravitational field energy out of static gravitational source. This conclusion probably help us to find the graviton from the deep universe by the modern advanced doctors.
INTRODUCTION
During the last a few years, Chen and his co-workers have done some amazing work in decomposing gauge fields (including Abelian and non-Abelian fields) into gauge independent part (which they called physical part) and gauge dependent part (which carry all the gauge degrees of freedom [1, 2] . The essential work in their papers in Refs. [1, 2] 
In Eq. (3), the index i takes any value of 1 to 3, and is not summed, and ˆi A is to be substituted by the expression in 
It means we can eliminate the spurious gravitational effect of the gravitational energy density by using the physical termˆ 
III. THE REAL PHYSICAL ENERGY-MOMENTUM TENSOR OF GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
How to get physical energy-momentum tensor of gravitational field? As first thought, it seems a simple exercise . One can follow what Einstein, Landau-Lifshitz, Møller and others had done to get energy-momentum "tensor" [6] (because of the non-tensor property of these quantities , here we use a quotation mark on tensor), which now are called traditional energy-momentum pseudotensors . In the position of our stand, the serious trouble of traditional pseudotensors is the metric and the affine connection all carry gauge freedom or spurious gravitational effect. So , one can not get the real physical energy-momentum tensor. Now, after physical decomposition of gravitational field can separate metric tensor and affine connection into physical part and nonphysical part, it is naturally to construct the real physical quantities by using the physical affine connection 
   will give conserved four momentum : 
